
User Submission
Access Rights

(AI Competition)

Public User Submission
Use

Other Users

Use as permitted by the 
functionality of the Kaggle services (TKU 8)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Example
Severstal Competition Data

Only for participating in the Competition
and on Kaggle.com forums

Use reasonable and suitable measures 
to prevent persons who have not 
formally agreed to these Rules from 
gaining access to the Competition Data

Not allowed to transmit, duplicate, publish, 
redistribute or otherwise provide or make 
available the Competition Data to any 
party not participating in the Competition

Notify Kaggle immediately upon learning of any 
possible unauthorized transmission of or 
unauthorized access to the Competition Data 
and agree to work with Kaggle to rectify any 
unauthorized transmission or access.

Licensed Rights in Conjunction with 
Competition Code
(Severstal Submission Code Requirements)

Not allowed to privately share source or 
executable code developed in connection with 
or based upon the Competition Data or other 
source or executable code relevant to the 
Competition (“Competition Code”)

Not allowed to share Competition Code between 
separate Teams, unless a Team merger occurs

Permitted to publicly share Competition Code, provided 
that such public sharing does not violate the intellectual 
property rights of any third party

If the Competition Code is shared publicly, it is required to share 
it on Kaggle.com on the discussion forum or kernels associated 
specifically with the Competition for the benefit of all competitors

If the Competition Code is shared publicly, it must 
be licensed under an Open Source Initiative-
approved license (see www.opensource.org) that in 
no event limits commercial use of such Competition 
Code or model containing or depending on such 
Competition Code

If open source code is used in the model to 
generate the Submission, then only open 
source code licensed under an Open Source 
Initiative-approved license (see www.open‐
source.org) must be used that in no event limits 
commercial use of such code or model 
containing or depending on such code

Example
Two Sigma Data

Solely for the purpose of the Competition 
including but not limited to reading and learning 
from the Data, analyzing the Data, modifying 
the Data and generally creating a Submission 
and any underlying models and participating in 
forum discussions on the Website

Solely for the duration of the Competition

Must not copy, access, store, archive, or 
otherwise use the Data for any purpose other 
than to participate in the Competition for which 
such Data was provided

May not use the data in such a way as to 
repackage, resell, allow bulk data download, or 
otherwise similarly exploit the data

Use suitable measures to prevent persons who 
have not formally agreed to these Competition 
Rules from gaining access to the Data

Not transmit, duplicate, publish, redistribute or 
otherwise provide or make available the Data 
to any party not participating in the Competition

Notify Kaggle immediately upon learning of any 
possible unauthorized transmission or 
unauthorized access of the Data and agree to 
work with Kaggle and/or Competition Sponsor 
to rectify any unauthorized transmission

Licensed Rights in Conjunction with Source or 
Executable Code
(Severstal Submission Code Requirements)

Prohibited to privately share source or 
executable code developed in connection with 
or based upon the Data with other individuals

Permitted to publicly share source or executable code 
developed in connection with or based upon the Data, or 
otherwise relevant to the Competition, provided that such 
sharing does not violate the intellectual property rights of any 
third party

Have licensed the shared code under the MIT License (an 
open source software license commonly described at http://
opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

Licensed Rights in Conjunction with Competition

Not having or being granted a license  
(expressly, by implication, estoppel, or 
otherwise) under, or any right of ownership in, 
any of the Data (Severstal Data)

Kaggle

Translate, modify (for technical purposes, for 
example making sure your content is viewable 
on an iPhone as well as a computer) and 
reproduce and otherwise act with respect to 
such User Submissions, in each case to enable 
us to operate the Services (TKU 8)

Make changes to your User Submissions to 
conform and adapt those User Submissions to 
the technical requirements of communication 
networks, devices, services, or media (TKU 8)

Display, perform, and distribute your Public 
User Submission for the purpose of making 
that Public User Submission accessible to all 
Kaggle users and providing the Services 
necessary to do so, as well as all other rights 
necessary to use and exercise all rights in that 
Public User Submission in connection with the 
Services for any purpose (TKU 8)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Store for a predetermined period of time 
(retention timeframe) (KPP Data Retention) 

Share non-personally identifiable information
publicly and with partners (KPP For legal reasons)

If licensor agreed to process information for 
specific purposes (KPP With your consent)

Process information for legitimate interests of 
Kaggle while applying appropriate safeguards 
that protect privacy (KPP When we’re pursuing 
legitimate interests)

Process information to provide a service 
licensor asked for under a contract (KPP When 
we’re providing a service)

Process information when Kaggle has a legal 
obligation to do so (KPP When we’re 
complying with legal obligations)

Warranty Disclaimer (TKU 14)

Neither Kaggle nor its licensors or suppliers makes any representations or 
warranties concerning any content contained in or accessed through the 
Services (including Competitions), and we will not be responsible or liable for the 
accuracy, copyright compliance, legality, or decency of material contained in or 
accessed through the Services

The services and content are provided by Kaggle (and its licensors and 
suppliers) on an “as-is” basis, without warranties of any kind, either express 
or implied, including implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, non-infringement, or that use of the services will be 
uninterrupted or error-free

Limitation of Liability. To the fullest extent allowed by 
applicable law, under no circumstances and under no legal 
theory (including tort, contract, negligence, strict liability, or 
otherwise) will Kaggle (or its licensors or suppliers) be liable 
to you or to any other person for (TKU 14)

(a) any indirect, special or incidental damages 
of any kind, including damages for lost profits, 
loss of goodwill, work stoppage, accuracy of 
results, or computer failure or malfunction

(b) any amount, in the aggregate, in excess
of the greater of (i) $100 or (ii) the amounts 
paid by you to Kaggle in connection with the 
services in the twelve (12) month period 
preceding this applicable claim

(c) any matter beyond Kaggles's reasonable control

Limited Audience 
User Submission Use

Other Users 
(Limited Audience)

Use as permitted by the 
functionality of the Kaggle services (TKU 8)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Kaggle

Translate, modify (for technical purposes, for 
example making sure your content is viewable 
on an iPhone as well as a computer) and 
reproduce and otherwise act with respect to 
such User Submissions, in each case to enable 
Kaggle to operate the Services (TKU 8)

Make changes to your User Submissions to 
conform and adapt those User Submissions to 
the technical requirements of communication 
networks, devices, services, or media (TKU 8)

Display, perform, and distribute your Limited Audience User 
Submission for the sole purpose of making that Limited 
Audience User Submission accessible to such other specified 
users, and providing the Services necessary to do so (TKU 8)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Store for a predetermined period of time 
(retention timeframe) (KPP Data Retention) 

Share non-personally identifiable information
publicly and with partners (KPP For legal reasons)

If licensor agreed to process information for 
specific purposes (KPP With your consent)

Process information for legitimate interests of 
Kaggle while applying appropriate safeguards 
that protect privacy (KPP When we’re pursuing 
legitimate interests)

Process information to provide a service 
licensor asked for under a contract (KPP When 
we’re providing a service)

Process information when Kaggle has a legal 
obligation to do so (KPP When we’re 
complying with legal obligations)

Warranty Disclaimer (TKU 14)

Neither Kaggle nor its licensors or suppliers makes any representations or 
warranties concerning any content contained in or accessed through the 
Services (including Competitions), and we will not be responsible or liable for the 
accuracy, copyright compliance, legality, or decency of material contained in or 
accessed through the Services

The services and content are provided by Kaggle (and its licensors and 
suppliers) on an “as-is” basis, without warranties of any kind, either express 
or implied, including implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, non-infringement, or that use of the services will be 
uninterrupted or error-free

Limitation of Liability. To the fullest extent allowed by 
applicable law, under no circumstances and under no legal 
theory (including tort, contract, negligence, strict liability, or 
otherwise) will Kaggle (or its licensors or suppliers) be liable 
to you or to any other person for (TKU 14)

(a) any indirect, special or incidental damages 
of any kind, including damages for lost profits, 
loss of goodwill, work stoppage, accuracy of 
results, or computer failure or malfunction

(b) any amount, in the aggregate, in excess
of the greater of (i) $100 or (ii) the amounts 
paid by you to Kaggle in connection with the 
services in the twelve (12) month period 
preceding this applicable claim

(c) any matter beyond Kaggles's reasonable control

Personal User Submission
Use

Kaggle

Translate, modify (for technical purposes, for 
example making sure your content is viewable 
on an iPhone as well as a computer) and 
reproduce and otherwise act with respect to 
such User Submissions, in each case to enable 
Kaggle to operate the Services (TKU 8)

Make changes to your User Submissions to 
conform and adapt those User Submissions to 
the technical requirements of communication 
networks, devices, services, or media (TKU 8)

Display, perform, and distribute your Personal 
User Submission for the sole purpose of 
making that Personal User Submission 
accessible to you and providing the Services 
necessary to do so (TKU 8)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Store for a predetermined period of time 
(retention timeframe) (KPP Data Retention) 

Share non-personally identifiable information
publicly and with partners (KPP For legal reasons)

If licensor agreed to process information for 
specific purposes (KPP With your consent)

Process information for legitimate interests of 
Kaggle while applying appropriate safeguards 
that protect privacy (KPP When we’re pursuing 
legitimate interests)

Process information to provide a service 
licensor asked for under a contract (KPP When 
we’re providing a service)

Process information when Kaggle has a legal 
obligation to do so (KPP When we’re 
complying with legal obligations)

Warranty Disclaimer (TKU 14)

Neither Kaggle nor its licensors or suppliers makes any representations or 
warranties concerning any content contained in or accessed through the 
Services (including Competitions), and we will not be responsible or liable for the 
accuracy, copyright compliance, legality, or decency of material contained in or 
accessed through the Services

The services and content are provided by Kaggle (and its licensors and 
suppliers) on an “as-is” basis, without warranties of any kind, either express 
or implied, including implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, non-infringement, or that use of the services will be 
uninterrupted or error-free

Limitation of Liability. To the fullest extent allowed by 
applicable law, under no circumstances and under no legal 
theory (including tort, contract, negligence, strict liability, or 
otherwise) will Kaggle (or its licensors or suppliers) be liable 
to you or to any other person for (TKU 14)

(a) any indirect, special or incidental damages 
of any kind, including damages for lost profits, 
loss of goodwill, work stoppage, accuracy of 
results, or computer failure or malfunction

(b) any amount, in the aggregate, in excess
of the greater of (i) $100 or (ii) the amounts 
paid by you to Kaggle in connection with the 
services in the twelve (12) month period 
preceding this applicable claim

(c) any matter beyond Kaggles's reasonable control

Competition Entry
by Participant User Use

Other Users

Use as permitted by the 
functionality of the Kaggle services (TKU 8)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Example
Two Sigma 
(Warranties and Obligations)

By entering a Submission, you represent and warrant that all information you enter on the Website is true and 
complete to the best of your knowledge, that you have the right and authority to make the Submission 
(including any underlying code and model) on your own behalf or on behalf of the persons and entities that 
you specify within the Submission, including the unrestricted right to grant the license contemplated herein to 
Competition Sponsor, and that your Submission is your own original work, or is used by permission, in which 
case full and proper credit and identify is given and the third party contributions are clearly identified within 
your Submission (Participant Warranties and Obligations)

Each Participant agrees to release, indemnify and hold harmless Competition Sponsor, Kaggle, 
their respective affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising and promotions agencies, as applicable, and 
each of their respective agents, representatives, officers, directors, shareholders, and 
employees from and against any injuries, losses, damages, claims, actions and any liability of 
any kind resulting from or arising out of your participation in or association with the Competition 
(Limitation of Liability)

Example
Severstal 
(Warranty, Indemnity and Release)

You warrant that your Submission is your own original work and, as such, you are 
the sole and exclusive owner and rights holder of the Submission, and you have the 
right to make the Submission and grant all required licenses

To the maximum extent permitted by law, you indemnify and agree to keep indemnified 
Competition Entities (Competition Sponsor/Host User, Kaggle Inc., and their respective 
parent companies, subsidiaries and affiliates) at all times from and against any liability, 
claims, demands, losses, damages, costs and expenses resulting from any of your acts, 
defaults or omissions and/or a breach of any warranty set forth herein

You hereby release Competition Entities from 
any liability associated with

(a) any malfunction or other problem with the 
Competition Website

(b) any error in the collection, processing, or 
retention of any Submission

(c) any typographical or other error in the printing, offering 
or announcement of any Prize or winners.

Host User

Evaluate under the Competition Rules

No obligation to hold in confidence (TKU 7)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Additional rights if payment of the prize 
accepted (Winning Entry) (TKU 8)

Example:
You hereby grant and will grant to Competition Sponsor and its designees a 
worldwide, non-exclusive, sub-licensable, transferable, fully paid-up, royalty-
free, perpetual, irrevocable right to use, reproduce, distribute, create derivative 
works of, publicly perform, publicly display, digitally perform, make, have made, 
sell, offer for sale and import your winning Submission and the source code 
used to generate the Submission, in any media now known or developed in the 
future, for any purpose whatsoever, commercial or otherwise, without further 
approval by or payment to you. (Severstal Competition)

Example
Two Sigma
(Limitation of Liability)

Is not responsible for any miscommunications such as technical failures related 
to computer, telephone, cable, and unavailable network or server connections, 
related technical failures, or other failures related to hardware, software or 
virus, or incomplete, late or misdirected Submissions

Reserves the right to cancel, modify or suspend the Competition should any 
computer virus, bug or other technical difficulty or other causes beyond the 
control of Competition Sponsor corrupt the administration, security or proper 
play of the Competition, and to determine winners from among Submission 
not affected by the corruption, if any, in its sole discretion.

Neither Kaggle nor Competition Sponsor/Host 
User are responsible for

(a) late, lost, stolen, damaged, garbled, 
incomplete, incorrect or misdirected 
Submissions or other communications

(b) errors, omissions, interruptions, deletions, 
defects, or delays in operations or transmission 
of information, in each case whether arising by 
way of technical or other failures or malfunc‐
tions of computer hardware, software, 
communications devices, or transmission lines

(c) data corruption, theft, destruction, 
unauthorized access to or alteration of 
Submission materials, loss or otherwise

Neither Kaggle nor Competition Sponsor/Host User are responsible for electronic 
communications or emails which are undeliverable as a result of any form of active or passive 
filtering of any kind, or insufficient space in any email account to receive email messages

Competition Sponsor/Host User  disclaims any liability for damage to any computer 
system resulting from participation in, or accessing or downloading information in 
connection with, the Competition

Kaggle

No obligation to hold in confidence (TKU 7)  

Translate, modify (for technical purposes, for 
example making sure your content is viewable 
on an iPhone as well as a computer) and 
reproduce and otherwise act with respect to 
such User Submissions, in each case to enable 
us to operate the Services (TKU 8)

Make changes to your User Submissions to 
conform and adapt those User Submissions to 
the technical requirements of communication 
networks, devices, services, or media (TKU 8)

Display, perform, and distribute your Competition 
Entry for the purpose of making that Competition 
Entry accessible to the Host User, making that 
Competition Entry available to other Kaggle users as 
a Dataset, and providing the Services necessary to do 
so. (TKU 8)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Store for a predetermined period of time 
(retention timeframe) (KPP Data Retention) 

Share non-personally identifiable information
publicly and with partners (KPP For legal reasons)

If licensor agreed to process information for 
specific purposes (KPP With your consent)

Process information for legitimate interests of 
Kaggle while applying appropriate safeguards 
that protect privacy (KPP When we’re pursuing 
legitimate interests)

Process information to provide a service 
licensor asked for under a contract (KPP When 
we’re providing a service)

Process information when Kaggle has a legal 
obligation to do so (KPP When we’re 
complying with legal obligations)

Warranty Disclaimer (TKU 14)

Neither Kaggle nor its licensors or suppliers makes any representations or 
warranties concerning any content contained in or accessed through the 
Services (including Competitions), and we will not be responsible or liable for the 
accuracy, copyright compliance, legality, or decency of material contained in or 
accessed through the Services

The services and content are provided by Kaggle (and its licensors and 
suppliers) on an “as-is” basis, without warranties of any kind, either express 
or implied, including implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, non-infringement, or that use of the services will be 
uninterrupted or error-free

Limitation of Liability. To the fullest extent allowed by 
applicable law, under no circumstances and under no legal 
theory (including tort, contract, negligence, strict liability, or 
otherwise) will Kaggle (or its licensors or suppliers) be liable 
to you or to any other person for (TKU 14)

(a) any indirect, special or incidental damages 
of any kind, including damages for lost profits, 
loss of goodwill, work stoppage, accuracy of 
results, or computer failure or malfunction

(b) any amount, in the aggregate, in excess
of the greater of (i) $100 or (ii) the amounts 
paid by you to Kaggle in connection with the 
services in the twelve (12) month period 
preceding this applicable claim

(c) any matter beyond Kaggles's reasonable control

Challenge
(Competition) Use

Other Users* (TKU 8)

Use as permitted by the 
functionality of the Kaggle services (TKU 8)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Example
Severstal 
(Severstal External Data)

May use data other than the Competition Data 
(“External Data”) to develop and test your 
models and Submissions

Ensure the External Data is available to use by all 
participants of the competition for purposes of the 
competition at no cost to the other participants

Post such access to the External Data for the 
participants to the official competition forum 
prior to the Entry Deadline

Example
Severstal 
(Warranty, Indemnity and Release)

You warrant that your Submission is your own original work and, as such, you are 
the sole and exclusive owner and rights holder of the Submission, and you have the 
right to make the Submission and grant all required licenses

To the maximum extent permitted by law, you indemnify and agree to keep indemnified 
Competition Entities (Competition Sponsor/Host User, Kaggle Inc., and their respective 
parent companies, subsidiaries and affiliates) at all times from and against any liability, 
claims, demands, losses, damages, costs and expenses resulting from any of your acts, 
defaults or omissions and/or a breach of any warranty set forth herein

You hereby release Competition Entities from 
any liability associated with

(a) any malfunction or other problem with the 
Competition Website

(b) any error in the collection, processing, or 
retention of any Submission

(c) any typographical or other error in the printing, offering 
or announcement of any Prize or winners.

Example
Two Sigma
(External Data, Open-Source Code)

Must not use data other than the Data to 
develop and test their models and Submissions 
(Two Sigma External Data)

A Submission will be ineligible to win a prize if it 
was developed using code containing or 
depending on software licensed under any 
open source or other license other than an 
Open Source Initiative-approved license (see 
http://opensource.org/); or an open source 
license that in no way prohibits commercial use 
(Two Sigma Open-Source Code)

Example
Two Sigma 
(Warranties and Obligations)

By entering a Submission, you represent and warrant that all information you enter on the Website is true and 
complete to the best of your knowledge, that you have the right and authority to make the Submission 
(including any underlying code and model) on your own behalf or on behalf of the persons and entities that 
you specify within the Submission, including the unrestricted right to grant the license contemplated herein to 
Competition Sponsor, and that your Submission is your own original work, or is used by permission, in which 
case full and proper credit and identify is given and the third party contributions are clearly identified within 
your Submission (Participant Warranties and Obligations)

Each Participant agrees to release, indemnify and hold harmless Competition Sponsor, 
Kaggle, their respective affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising and promotions agencies, as 
applicable, and each of their respective agents, representatives, officers, directors, 
shareholders, and employees from and against any injuries, losses, damages, claims, 
actions and any liability of any kind resulting from or arising out of your participation in 
or association with the Competition (Limitation of Liability)

Kaggle* (TKU 8)

Translate, modify (for technical purposes, for 
example making sure your content is viewable 
on an iPhone as well as a computer) and 
reproduce and otherwise act with respect to 
such User Submissions, in each case to enable 
us to operate the Services (TKU 8)

Make changes to your User Submissions to 
conform and adapt those User Submissions to 
the technical requirements of communication 
networks, devices, services, or media (TKU 8)

Display, perform, and distribute your Public 
User Submission for the purpose of making 
that Public User Submission accessible to all 
Kaggle users and providing the Services 
necessary to do so, as well as all other rights 
necessary to use and exercise all rights in that 
Public User Submission in connection with the 
Services for any purpose (TKU 8)

Royalty-free (TKU 8)

Perpetual, irrevocable (TKU 8)

Worldwide (TKU 8)

Set up and manage your User Submissions for 
the Competition (TKU 8)

Store for a predetermined period of time 
(retention timeframe) (KPP Data Retention) 

Share non-personally identifiable information
publicly and with partners (KPP For legal reasons)

If licensor agreed to process information for 
specific purposes (KPP With your consent)

Process information for legitimate interests of 
Kaggle while applying appropriate safeguards 
that protect privacy (KPP When we’re pursuing 
legitimate interests)

Process information to provide a service 
licensor asked for under a contract (KPP When 
we’re providing a service)

Process information when Kaggle has a legal 
obligation to do so (KPP When we’re 
complying with legal obligations)

Remove or disqualify a Participant User, a Host User or a 
Competition without any liability but without any obligation to do 
so if Kaggle believes that such Participant User, Competition or 
Host User are in violation the Competition Terms or otherwise 
pose a risk to Kaggle, the Service or another user of the 
Service (TKU 7)

Warranty Disclaimer (TKU 14)

Neither Kaggle nor its licensors or suppliers makes any representations or 
warranties concerning any content contained in or accessed through the 
Services (including Competitions), and we will not be responsible or liable for the 
accuracy, copyright compliance, legality, or decency of material contained in or 
accessed through the Services

The services and content are provided by Kaggle (and its licensors and 
suppliers) on an “as-is” basis, without warranties of any kind, either express 
or implied, including implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, non-infringement, or that use of the services will be 
uninterrupted or error-free

Limitation of Liability. To the fullest extent allowed by 
applicable law, under no circumstances and under no legal 
theory (including tort, contract, negligence, strict liability, or 
otherwise) will Kaggle (or its licensors or suppliers) be liable 
to you or to any other person for (TKU 14)

(a) any indirect, special or incidental damages 
of any kind, including damages for lost profits, 
loss of goodwill, work stoppage, accuracy of 
results, or computer failure or malfunction

(b) any amount, in the aggregate, in excess
of the greater of (i) $100 or (ii) the amounts 
paid by you to Kaggle in connection with the 
services in the twelve (12) month period 
preceding this applicable claim

(c) any matter beyond Kaggles's reasonable control

http://Kaggle.com
http://Kaggle.com
http://www.opensource.org
http://www.opensource.org
http://www.opensource.org
http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
http://opensource.org/
maksimov
Text Box
Structure of the tree:Root - Type of collaborationLevel 1 - Which asset is concerned?Level 2 - What is the purpose of its use?Level 3 - Who is the recipient of the asset?Level 4 - What is the concrete action that is allowed or restricted, or what is the concrete freedom that is given or limited? Abbreviations:TKU - Terms of Kaggle Use (Effective Date of the utilised Terms: May 25. 2018)   (https://www.kaggle.com/terms) (last accessed 10.08.2019)KPP - Kaggle Privacy Policy (Effective Date of the utilised Terms: May 25. 2018)   (https://www.kaggle.com/privacy) (last accessed 10.08.2019)SR  - Severstal Rules (https://www.kaggle.com/c/severstal-steel-defect-detection/rules) (last accessed 10.08.2019)TSR - Two Sigma Rules  (https://www.kaggle.com/c/two-sigma-financial-news/rules) (last accessed 10.08.2019)* - indicates author's assumption based on the text in the given source (to make a fit between the structure of the tree and the rules as stated in the source, some interpretation of these rules is needed).




